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tree can produce in a season. We may count four and a half
months for the tapping season, or about sixty-seven tapping
nights. These, at five seers each, produce 335 seers of juice,
which will give about forty seers, or one maund of gur, the
value of which, at present rates, is from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-4-0."
After the juice is boiled down into gur it is then sold to the
.sugar-refiners and by them is manufactui'ed in various ways
into different grades of sugar. The best known is called clhulva,
a soft, moist, powdery sugar, used largely in the manufacture
of native sweetmeats. Another kind, termed pucka, is a purer,
granular, and more expensive sugar. The waste molasses,
collected during the preparation of sugar, is called chitiya #ur;
when boiled for a longer time, it becomes a black, sticky treacle,
which is largely utilised for mixing with the tobacco for the
native hookah, and also for making cheap sweets. A small
proportion of the juice is consumed as a drink either fermented
or unfermented, under the name of tari, or is converted into
vinegar.
Sir George Watt mentions that in recent years tin endeavour
has been made to promote the manufacture of sugar in the
Central Provinces; a company has already been formed under
the name of the "Khandwa Sugar Manufacturing Company."
From the leaves bags, basket-work, brooms, fans, etc., are
made. The footstalks, after being beaten, are converted hitu
ropes for drawing water from wells- The fibres are plentiful,
soft, bleach well, and are very well adapted for the use of paper-
makers.
From the tree a gum is obtained, of which very little in
known. The fruit .is of an inferior kind and only eaten by the
poorer classes, or used as medicine. Pounded and mixed with
almonds, quince seeds, pistachio nuts, spices, and su^ar it forms
a restorative. A paste formed of the kernels and the root of
Achyranthes aspera, is eaten vMth betel leaves as a remedy for
ague.
cultivation in india.—" l*he soil required for this palm it*
rich alluvial or black with moving water at about 10 feet from
the surface or with irrigation and thorough underground drainage
from a bed of gravel not less than 6 feet below the surface.
The seeds should be sown when quite fresh, without removing
the pulp, on a bed of rich loam dressed heavily with leaf-mould.

